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NHS Highland has a social, economic and environmental responsibility
John O’Groats to Campbeltown
Area the size of Belgium!

Largest geographic Health Board in Scotland; 32,500 km²
Fully integrated health and care
Budget £800M
Population of 320,000 people
26 inhabited islands
History more important than geography
Putting quality first to deliver
Better health, Better care and Better value
Sustainability is key
Today brings together our public sector partners, international NGO’s, some of the region’s most innovative businesses from varied and different sectors, students and academic and research staff from our region’s university and others who have an interest in sustainability and also our region.
Critical that we work in partnership to drive the research, innovation & enterprise agendas
Take a leadership role:
Talk, share and create solutions in this space today
We can deliver an even greener, healthier and more resilient Highlands and Islands with your help.
Protecting their future
Thank you!

emead@nhs.net
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